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A k-transversal of a family of sets # is a function g: .% + [U %‘lk+’ satisfying 
IU g[F][ > (fl + k for every nonempty subfamily f  of .% and g(H) C_ H for every 
HE 2. It is proved that a (possibly inlinite) family .%’ has a k-transversal if and 
only if the ,family (H\S: HE .%‘) has a transversal for every SE [U Xl“. One 
corollary is that a family of infinite sets has a k-transversal if and only if it has a 
transversal. It is also shown that if I< k and f(H) E [H]’ for each HE 3Eo and 2 
has a k-transversal, then it has a k-transversal g such that g(H) zf(H) for every 
HE #. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Throughout this paper X denotes a (possibly infinite) nonempty family 
of sets and V denotes U 2. Also, k denotes any natural number. A 
function g: 2P + [ V] k + ’ (the set of subsets of V of size k + 1) is called a k- 
transoersal if ( U g[P] ( >/ 19 I+ k for every nonempty subfamily 9 of &’ 
and g(H) E H for every HE X. This is a generalisation of the notion of a 
“transversal,” which is just a O-transversal. (However, “transversals” have 
below distinct notation in that they are regarded as functions into V rather 
than into [VI’). It was introduced by Lovasz [S], who proved the follow- 
ing extension of Hall’s theorem [3]: a finite family X has a k-transversal if 
and only if ) lJ 9 ( 2 )9( + k for every nonempty subfamily 9 of X. The 
main result of this paper is one which clearly implies Lovisz’ charac- 
terisation, and which is valid also for infinite families. For any subset S of 
V denote by %’ - S the family (H\S: HE A?). 
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THEOREM 1. X has a k-transversal if and only if ( V( 2 k and $P - S has 
a transversal for every SE [ V] k. 
A string f in V is an injection from some ordinal a = domf into V. For 
A~VdefineD(A)=(H~~:H~A).ForanysetTwriteI(TII=ITJifTis 
finite and 11 TI( = cc if T is infinite. We adopt the conventions cc - cc = co, 
and r + co = co, r - cc = --oo for any integer r. Nash-Williams [6] defined 
the following function q on strings in V: 
q(0) = -llN0)ll; 
if a = domf= /? + 1 then 
407 = an) + I- II~-C~I~~-CPI~II~ 
if CI is a limit ordinal then 
It is easy to show that if 2 has a transversal then q(f) > 0 holds for every 
stringJ: Nash-Williams proved that for countable Z this condition implies 
the existence of a transversal. In [ 1 ] this was shown to hold also if X\X’ 
has a transversal for some countable subfamily 2’. As a corollary of 
Theorem 1 there follows: 
COROLLARY la. The family 2 with ( V( > k has a k-transversal if and 
only tf it has a transversal and q(f) 3 k for every string f in V with 
IdomfIZk. 
A subfamily %? of 2 is critical if it has a transversal and g[G??] = U 59 for 
every transversal g of GZ. Podewski and Steffens [7] proved that if X is 
countable, then it has a transversal if and only if it does not contain a 
critical subfamily %‘, such that HE U q for some HE X\%‘. 
Another consequence of Theorem 1 is 
COROLLARY 1 b. $? has a l-transversal tf and only tf it has a transversal 
and it contains no nonempty critical subfamily. 
For general k the corresponding result is 
COROLLARY lc. Z has a k-transversal tf and only tf it has a transversal 
and it does not contain a subfamily % such that IU %?/f[%?]I <k for every 
transversal f of 59. 
One of the main tools for the proof of Theorem 1 is a result which is of 
interest in itself: 
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THEOREM 2. Zf I < k and f: 2 --f [ V]’ satisfies f(H) c H and %’ has a 
k-transversal, then X has a k-transversal g such that g(H) 2 f(H) for every 
HEX. 
A family S is two-colorable if there exists a coloring of V in two colors 
such that every HE P contains vertices of both colors. If X has a l-trans- 
versal, then it is two-colorable, since a l-transversal can be considered as a 
forest (its 2-sets being taken as edges of a graph on V); and a forest is 
clearly 2-colorable. In [4] it was proved that if all members of &’ are 
infinite and X has a transversal, then it is two-colorable. Here we 
strengthen this to 
THEOREM 3. Zf all members of X are infinite then &’ has a k-transversal 
zf and only if it has a transversal. 
Theorem 3 was suggested to us by E. Milner, and it was the attempt to 
prove it which started the investigations of this paper. 
II. &ooFS 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that k> 0 and that g is a k-transversal of 2. Zf 
FE 2 and x E F\g(F) and a and b are distinct members of g(F) then for 
y=a or for y= b there holds: the function g’ defined by 
g’(F) = g(F)\ { y } u {x} and g’(Z) = g(Z) for Z # F is u k-transversal. 
Proof. Suppose that neither a nor b can serve in the role of y in the 
lemma. Then there exist finite subfamilies 9 and $ of &‘\{ F} such that 
IU gC4 u MF)\b) u {x))l< VI + 1+ k (1) 
and 
IU sC%l u W’)\W u (x))l< IA + 1 +k. (2) 
Let X = 9 u f u {F}. Suppose first that 9 n ,$ # 0. Then, since g is a 
k-transversal, IlJ g[Xn9]I 2 IYnyI + k. By (1) and (2) this entails 
contradicting the fact that g is a k-transversal. Thus we may assume that 
9n/=0. 
Since I g(F)( = k + 1 we have 
IKJ gCS1 u (g(F)\(a) u {x>))n (U gCf1 u (g(F)\(b) u {x}))l 
2 IgW’)\(a, b) u {x>I =k. 
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Therefore, by ( 1) and (2) 
again contradicting the fact that g is a k-transversal. 
COROLLARY. Zf g is a k-transversal of X and HE X and F is a subset of 
H and (FI < k, then there exists a k-transversal g of X such that g(H) 2 F 
and g(Z) = g(Z) for each Z # H. 
Proof: It suffices to show that if F @ g(H) then it is possible to replace 
g(H) by gW)\b)” 1x1 f or some y E g( H)\F and x E I;lg( H) while keep- 
ing g a k-transversal. But if F & g(H) then there exists x E F\g(H) and 
since 1 FI < 1 g(H)1 - 1 there exist distinct a, b E g(H)\F, and one can apply 
the lemma. 
The proof of Theorem 2 now follows easily. Let h be a k-transversal of 
2’. We well order X as (HO : 8 < [J?/ ), and one by one replace h( H,) by a 
k + l-subset of HO which contains f (H,), while keeping h a k-transversal. 
The resulting function g is clearly a k-transversal, since it suffices to check 
the condition I U g[%] ( B (Fl + k for finite subfamilies of 2 (and this is 
also the reason why in limit steps of the definition of g we are still left with 
a k-transversal). 
We shall need Theorem 2 only in the case that f is a transversal. 
LEMMA 2. Zf 2 has a transversal f and it can be decomposed as 
X=Uor4 X, so that each %a has a k-transversal and f [Sal n (J&$ = Qr 
whenever a >/I, then it has a k-transversal. 
Proof: By Theorem 2 each 9a has a k-transversal g, such that 
f(H) E g,(H) for HE &. Define: g = lJ, < i g,. Let 9 be a finite subfamily of 
&. Let a be the first ordinal such that 3 n 2, # 0. Then 
IU gC~ll2 IU s,Csn&II + IfC~\=ml 
~lIsn~~I+k+I~\~=I=l91+k. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume first that s has a k-transversal g. Let 
SE V satisfy ISI < k. For each HE 2 define g’(H) = g(H)\S. Then 
IU g’[F]] > (91 for any 9 E X. Since the sets g’(H) are finite, it follows 
by Hall’s theorem [2] that the family (g’(H): HEX’) has a transversal. 
Since g’(H) E HjS, so does X - S. 
For the proof of the reverse direction of Theorem 1, we need first the 
following strengthening of the finite case of the theorem: 
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LEMMA 3. Let &‘= (Ho,..., H,) be a finite family. For 0 < i<n write 
$= (H,:j> i). Iff or each 0 < i < n there exists a set Ai E [HiIk such that 
&- Ai has a transversal fi, then &’ has a k-transversal. 
Proof: By induction on n. For n = 0 the lemma is clear. Let now n > 0. 
By the induction hypothesis there exists a k-transversal g of %r. By 
Theorem 2 we may assume that f,(Hj) E g( Hi) for 1 < i < n. Extend g to a 
function on 2 by defining g( H,) = A 0 u { fO( H,) >. Applying Lemma 2 with 
A 2, 5, &, & replaced respectively by f*, (g(H,): 0 < i < n), 2, (g(H,): 
16 i < n) and the family whose sole member is g(H,), where 
f*(g(H,)) =fo(Hi - A,), we see that g is a k-transversal. 
Lemma 3 clearly yields Theorem 1 for finite X. Consider next the coun- 
table case, i.e., when I? = (Hi: i < 0). For each i < w chose A i E: [ Hilk. By 
the assumption of the theorem there exists a transversal fi of Z - Ai. For 
each i<o let Hi =A,u (fi(Hi\Aj):j< i}. For m <o the family 
(Hb, H; ,..., Hm) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3, and hence has a 
k-transversal. But each Hi is finite, and by compactness it follows that the 
family (Hi : i < w) has a k-transversal. Since Hi E Hi, so does X. 
Consider now the case in which ~8 is of general cardinality. By the 
assumption of the theorem, there exists a transversalf of 2. We shall show 
that it is possible to split %’ as 
X=(JZa and Vas V= u V, so that: 
a<i or-cc 
(i) %a n Xfl = V, n VP = 0 whenever a # j?; 
(ii) f[Zm] c V,; and 
(iii) each Za has a k-transversal contained in u B 6 a Vs. 
By Lemma 2 it will follow then that %’ has a k-transversal. 
We well order Z’ as (H, : 0 < p). Choose A0 E [H, Ik and let fi be a 
transversal of & with fi [X] n A, = 0. For any transversal h of ti write 
E(h) = ({H, h(H)}: HEX}. Let rI be a bipartite graph whose sides are 
X and V, and whose edge set is E, = E(f) u E(f,). Let C, be the connec- 
ted component of rl containing H,. Clearly C, is countable. Choose a set 
A, in [V]” different from A,. Let fi be a transversal of &’ with 
f2[X] n A, = 0. Let E, = E, u E(f2) and let r, be the graph (X’ u V, E,). 
Let C, be the connected component of r2 containing H,. Choose a set A, 
in [ V]” different from A0 and A r, and let f3 be a transversal of X with 
f3C4 n 4 = 0. 
Continuing in this way we obtain an ascending sequence of countable 
graphs Ci, 1 < i < o, sets Ai E [ Vlk, and transversals fi of X with 
fJ%‘] n Ai= 0, so that whenever ME V(Ci) there holds HE V(Ci+l). 
Note that the choice of the sets Ai has been arbitrary so far. Writing 
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vO= Vn Uicw V(C,), we can choose the sets A i in such a way that 
each member of [ VJk is chosen as Ai for some i < w. Let X0 = 
~i,,V(Ci)n&?.ForeachH~~0letH’=HnV,,.LetX~=(HI:H~~0). 
By our construction X’b - A has a transversal for every A E [V,] k. Since 
&, is countable, it follows that it has a k-transversal, and hence X0 has a 
k-transversal contained in V,,. 
Let now X0 = X\Zo, and let /?t be the first ordinal such that HP, E 2’. 
Repeat the same construction with X0 and H,, replacing X and Ho, 
respectively. We obtain a countable subfamily & of X0, and a countable 
subset V: of V, such that H,, E&’ and q has a k-transversal into Vi. 
Define VI = C;\V,. Repeating this process until 2 is exhausted yields the 
proof. 
Proof of Corollary la. Suppose first that X’ has a k-transversal. Then, 
by Theorem 1, 2 - S has a transversal for every SE [ V]‘. Therefore X 
has a transversal. Let f be a string in V with ldom f 1 > k. Let 
T= {f (0),..., f  (k - 1)) and f' be the string obtained from f by deleting its 
first k terms. Let q’ be the function related to %? - T as q is related to X. 
Then q’( f ‘) 3 0 since Y? - T has a transversal, and so k applications of 
[6, Lemma 2.101 (whose proof remains valid for uncountable strings) yield 
q(f) 2 k + q’(f ‘12 k. 
Conversely, suppose that &’ has a transversal and q(f) 2 k for each 
string f  with (dom f  ) 2 k. By Theorem 1 it suffices to show that X’ = 
2 - A has a transversal for every A E [ Vlk. Since X’ has a transversal, it 
follows that in X” for each string f  there holds q(f) > 0. Let h be a trans- 
versal of J?. Then S’\h-‘[A] has a transversal. By [l, Lemma 143 if a 
family 59 has a countable subfamily 9 such that 9\9 has a transversal 
and if in 9’ there holds q(f) 3 0 for each string f  then 9 has a transversal. 
Thus Z’ has a transversal, completing the proof. 
Proof of Corollary lc. Suppose that J? has a k-transversal. Then by 
Theorem 1 it has a transversal. Let %? be a nonempty subfamily of 2. Since 
2 has a k-transversal, it follows that 59 has a k-transversal and so, by 
Theorem 1, we can select a set SE [u Q?lk and a transversal f  of G@ such 
that S nf [g] = 0, which shows that the inequality 1 u %?jf(@?]l <k is 
false for some transversal f  of %?. 
Assume that 2 possesses the property in the statement and let f  be a 
string with ldomf (2k. If V={HEc%?:Hcrng(f)} then by 
[6, Lemma 1.11 ( U %‘\h[V] ( d q(f) holds for every transversal h of %‘. 
Now we can use Corollary la. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 1, if Z has a k-transversal then it has 
a transversal. If all members of # are infinite, then q(f) >, IIdomf )) for 
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